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Keeping You in the Game of Life

Chiropractic. Massage. Exercise Therapy. 
learn more
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OUR CLINICS
 


















Athletic & Family Chiropractic

John Van Tassel, D.C.

 2309 Wednesday St, Tallahassee, FL 32308 (Off Cap Cir NE)

	 850-385-5113  850-385-5601	
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Our clinicians provide better health through conservative non-drug, non-surgical sports chiropractic and massage. For thirty years we have been surprising patients with what we can accomplish with manual medicine, home exercise prescription and insight to the cause of complaints.

 
learn more














Wellness Sport & Spine

Brian Farrell, D.C.

 960 Learning Way Suite 3200, Tallahassee, FL 32306(On FSU Campus)

	 850-645-0612  850-385-5601	
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Since the University Health Center opened its doors in 2012 we have provided students, faculty and staff with chiropractic care and massage therapy. As a campus extension of Athletic & Family Chiropractic, we have a long partnership with FSU athletics. Our practice of manual medicine can be used to treat a wide range of conditions.
learn more
















Are We Right For You?



Contact us today!

















What Our Patients Say







Absolutely love Dr. Van Tassel! He doesn't try to incorporate anything that isn't necessary and doesn't try to sell you on this or that in order to treat your condition. He treats YOU, tells you what you he believes you need (based on experience and expertise of course), what will help, is open and pretty straight forward. He always asks if you have any questions which tells me a lot about him as a doctor in that it's a doctor-patient problem and a doctor-patient solution. Your stay isn't overly long (although many would love to be forgotten on the massage table). He's a great person and a wonderful chiropractor and would recommend him to anyone hands down.
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Dr. Farrell is incredibly engaging, knowledgeable, and helpful! I've tried chiropractic offices before and have not had nearly this level of assistance. He's in no rush and just wants to make sure you get the exercises you need for a healthy body
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My total experience was outstanding. Both the staff and Doctor Van Tassel made it easy to access the care I needed. In particular I appreciate Dr. Van Tassel providing me with exercises I can do at home to reduce my pain.
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Dr. Farrell is very skilled in this profession and was able to help me with initial adjustments and exercise rehab for my back. Highly recommend, very professional staff! Angie at the front desk was very sincere handling my scheduling issue.
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I feel like a million bucks! His hands knew exactly what I needed. And what a nice guy!!
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Athletic & Family Chiropractic



We are conveniently located off Capital Circle, NE. Plenty of free parking

	 2309 Wednesday St, Tallahassee, FL 32308
	 850-385-5113
	 850-385-5601
	[email protected]




































Wellness Sport & Spine



We are conveniently located on the Campus of Florida State University. Plenty of free parking

	 960 Learning Way Suite 3200, Tallahassee, FL 32306
	 850-645-0612
	 850-385-5601
	[email protected]
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